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INDERBNOENT MONITORING BOARDS 

Statutory Visit 

time. I waited until the lunch queue had nearly gone before joining and collecting my meal 
(which was very enjoyable). However, I noticed some 'generous' servings being given including 
rice and potatoes for one man who had the biryani (which was supposed to include the rice 
element). One man complained that he didn't get his omelette but I had seen another man's plate 
with biryani and an omelette. After lunch there was only one officer on the wing for a while so 
the servery workers had to wait 15 - 20 mins to be let out. When the officer left the wing to get 
them they could not be searched. 
I opened an ACDT. 

DOVE WING 1 Applications 0 Reviewed 1 ACDTs 2 SLPs 

Busy, like everywhere. An officer on another wing said D wing is 'quite needy'. 

EDEN WING 0 Applications 5 CSU 5 ACDTs 0 SLPs 
Reviews 

Busy but working well. On Tuesday (?) evening a detainee under constant obs was discovered 
with a ligature in the toilet area. He was not harmed. 
No-one on constant obs when I visited. 

CSU 6 Detainees Rule 40 6 Rule 42 0 
(Saturday) 

No residents on Wednesday 

HEALTHCARE 

Concerned that the workload is very high and one of the doctors' attendances will be reduced by 
the opening of Tinsley. Chrissie says they are barely coping. There is an increase of abuse to 
doctors. 

KITCHEN 

No problems; staffing generally stable. Lunch was good on the wing but two small vegetable 
samosas did not seem a generous or adequate portion for an adult man. 

3. Optional Visits 

ACTIVITIES 

Yards in use, especially on D-Wing, despite the cold. At one point there were only three men 
there but they were surprised not to have an officer out there. 

ART ROOM 

Closed am, open pm 

BARBER'S SHOP 

Open in the afternoon with 'customers' and spectators 

CHAPLAINCY 

I spoke with Bassima on E wing 
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